Contacts
At St Luke’s we have an open door policy and it is important that
we work in partnership. If you have any concerns about your
child or are worried about anything, then please do not hesitate
to contact either myself or a member of the team, who will be
willing to help. We will always find time for you to talk to us in
person if you feel that this would help your child. You can ring to
arrange a convenient time.
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Miss Taylor and Mrs Snow

Here we go again, a brand new term! This time as the ultimate role
-models in school, Year 6! We are all super excited about our trip
to PGL on the 16th-20th of September. We are all very much looking forward to trying new, exciting experiences— determined to
face anything that comes our way! Our class assembly will include
lots of pictures and memories from the trip, and so is one not to
be missed —it will be on Friday the 27th September.
Topic
Our topic this term will involve looking into sustainable forms of
energy, considering the impact that they have on the world around
us and whether they are solutions to the problems that we face
here on our planet. It’s going to be an incredible topic in which the
children use not only their geographical skills but also there P4C
and design technology skills too.
Homework and Reading Challenge

The creative homework tables will be going out with the children
shortly, they really embraced the opportunity to be creative last
year and I can’t wait to see what they come up with this time! As
usual, we will share these in the last week of term.
We continue to expect a minimum of 3 reads per week as homework, 5 reads will allow the children to progress throughout the
reading challenges. I would encourage that the children are still
read with despite them being fluent readers, as the conversation

around new language found when reading and true understanding
of the text can be unpicked collaboratively. These experiences
had when reading are invaluable to their further progression, and
are just enjoyable too!
This year, I will provide the children with homework books, they
are simply a safe place to keep track of their worksheets.
PE
PE will take place on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
Key dates/days:



16th-20th September—PGL
27th September—Class Assembly

PE kits needed —Tuesday and Wednesday






Reading diaries marked—Friday
Spellings tested and new given—Friday

